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I Land Hunger of the Peasants 
• 

IN THE BLEAK SNOW-BOUND NORTH 
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These dwellers on the " tundras " of northern Russia are fishers and hunters, whose wealth is chiefly in their reindeer herds. 
In the distance are the stunted Arctic forests . 
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mir or Russian village community, which at Bolshevist organization at fixed prices under 
certain periQds redistributed the ploughlands penalty of forced seizure, the peasants reduced 
among the family groups. This led some their production to the level of their own 
romantic-minded Russians to contrast the necessities. Thus the redistribution of the 
"holy communism" o£ the Russian muzhik land, while it gave some relief to the peasants~ 
(peasant) with the "pagan individualism" · added to rather than lessened the general 
of western Europe. In reality, the mir was poverty and confusion of society. 
similar in its small RUSSIANS OF THE FAR SOUTH The inadequacy of 
intermixed landhold- · transportation facili-
ings to the '' open.J ties hampered military 
field " system of the activities during the 
medireval manor, and World War and con-
was a mark of eco- tributed to the eco-
nomic backwardness. nomic breakdown that 

The "larid hunger" preceded the revolu-
of the peasants be- tion. Vast railway 
came an element to projects, the greatest 
reckon with after they of which was the 
had been shaken out Trans-Siberian Rail-
of their village isola- way from Petrograd 
tion through army to Vladivostok · (5,435 
service, and had be- miles), were carried 
come somewhat more through during the 
p~osperous through later years of imperial 
the labour of peasant rule. But horses re-
sons and daughters .mained the chief 
in the newly arising means of travel in 
factories and the pro- rural districts, apd 
hibition of vodka or the poor roads were 
Russian whisky. The often impassable dur-
revolutionary move- ing the spring and 
ments of 1905 . and autumn rains. 
1917 originated chiefly This smiling round-faced peasant woman ~f the Caucasus, with Peasant handicrafts 
in the cities, but after her bare feet half buried in straw, is preparing fodder with a supplied practically all 
the Bolsheviks ·seized crude chopping machine. the real needs of the 
power in 1917 the peasants were instructed to peasant. population until late in the 19th 
seize the land of their former landlords. century. Mter 1900 the Industrial Revolution 

Being compelled to sell their produc~ to the began in Russia, and large factories, producing 
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